Top of the Ocean Mat
Created by Center for Alaskan Coastal Studies
in partnership with the Washed Ashore Project

Essential Questions
How are people connected to coasts and oceans?
How do people affect coasts and the ocean?
How can people protect coasts and the ocean?

Enduring Understandings
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Art is a powerful way to communicate
knowledge about and create an emotional connection to marine
ecosystems and stewardship.
Everyone is responsible for caring for the ocean.
Connections between humans and the ocean are important.
Plastics and other pollution knowingly or unknowingly introduced into
the ocean by people can have negative effects on marine ecosystems.
You can reduce the solid and liquid pollution you are introducing into
the ocean.
Making informed decisions as a consumer helps to protect the ocean.
Watersheds, rivers, wetlands, and the one big ocean of the world are an
interconnected system.

Objectives
Students will connect their personal consumer choices with the effects of
marine debris on the marine environment. They will understand that certain
types of marine debris can entangle marine organisms. They will create a
collaborative sculpture from marine debris representing the surface of the
ocean choked with intertwined debris to help people understand and connect
with issues of marine debris.
Image courtesy of Center for Alaskan Coastal Studies
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Concept
Long and circular pieces of marine debris such as nets, ropes, strapping
bands, and plastic bags can pose significant risks of entanglement to marine
animals. Entanglement refers to what happens when animals get caught in
pieces of debris such as fishing line, nets, rope, soda rings and plastic bags.
The mobility of these animals is threatened by entanglement, hindering their
ability to acquire food, evade predators, and, in the case of marine mammals,
sea turtles, and birds, reach the surface for oxygen. Entanglement can also
cause physical injuries and sores. This activity transforms marine debris into
an interactive sculpture that people can walk through to experience the
perspective of animals trying to evade entanglement.

Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pieces of blue and green netting
Pieces of blue and green rope
Blue and turquoise plastic bottles
Shredded blue and green clothes or fabric or pieces of blue and green
yarn (inland)
16 gauge wire
Scissors
Technology for viewing videos
Laptop/computer and projector or SmartBoard
Internet connection

Background
Marine debris is an issue throughout ocean ecosystems. Three major effects of
marine debris in the ocean ecosystem are entanglement, ingestion and water
pollution. Entanglement refers to what happens when animals get caught in
pieces of debris such as fishing line, nets, rope, soda rings, and plastic bags.
The mobility of these animals is threatened by entanglement, hindering their
ability to acquire food, evade predators, and, in the case of marine mammals,
sea turtles, and birds, reach the surface for oxygen. Entanglement can also
cause physical injuries and sores as the animals struggle against the debris
they are caught in and grow larger than they were when they were originally
entangled.
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Preparation
Create a sample section of the “Top of the Ocean” mat by weaving blue rope
through netting to form the mat. Prepare technology for viewing video in
classroom, by loading and testing video on a Smartboard, computer with
projector, or individual computers for students to view. Both a short video on
PSA and longer video about entanglement of Steller sea lions in marine debris
can be found on the NOAA Fisheries Alaska website
(http://alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/protectedresources/entanglement/pinnipeds
.htm) The shorter PSA is 30 seconds and may be more suitable for younger
classes, while the longer video is more appropriate for older classes and a
more in-depth understanding of entanglement of Steller sea lions in Alaska.
Ideally, you will be able to take your class to a nearby beach, lakefront,
riverbank or wetland to collect debris and see the problem first hand. If you
cannot conduct a field trip to collect marine debris at the time of this lesson,
you can use marine debris collected at an earlier time or you can contact the
Center for Alaskan Coastal Studies if you need help acquiring marine debris
pieces. It is critical that students remain safe during this activity, so be sure to
explain that they should leave potentially dangerous marine debris (such as
needles or broken glass) behind. It is recommended that at least one person
in each group have rubber gloves, preferably reusable, to handle rusty and
otherwise “iffy” marine debris.

Introduction
Watch the short PSA or longer video about entanglement of Steller sea lions
as a class found at
(http://alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/protectedresources/entanglement/pinnipeds
.htm) Because these videos focus on marine debris originating from sport,
commercial, and subsistence fisheries, it is important to explain to students
that there are other sources of marine debris that can entangle animals (soda
six-pack rings, packing bands used in shipping, plastic bags, etc.). Discuss
how animals can become entangled in marine debris. Another good source of
information on entanglement is the Fur Seal Entanglement Project conducted
by the Aleut Community of St. Paul Island
(http://www.tribaleco.com/entang/index.html).
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Explain to students that they are going to use marine debris to create a
sculpture meant to depict the top of the ocean using materials that could
entangle marine animals.

Procedures & Activities
Collect blue, turquoise, and green netting and rope on the beach, or use
marine debris that has already been collected during a marine debris cleanup.
Make sure sand has been thoroughly washed and shaken off. If you are in an
inland location, you can use shredded fabric and yarn in blue and green hues.
Lay the netting out over a table.
Have students separate the thick rope into thinner strands. Put the rope in
bins around the table so that everyone can reach. If any rope is too photodegraded and crumbles, instruct students to discard it properly in the trash
can. If this occurs, take a moment to explain that as plastic is exposed to
sunlight, links between polymers in the plastic weaken and it becomes brittle,
breaking into smaller and smaller pieces.
Have students cut bottles in a spiral from top to bottom, creating strips
approximately ½ wide. Add these to the bins of materials students can use to
weave into the netting.
Demonstrate how to weave rope and plastic strips over and under (always
entering an adjacent square) the netting and how to tie rope on.
Explain to students that they are going to work in a group cooperatively on
the same pieces of net to create the top of the ocean mat. Instruct them to fill
in the area as much as possible until it appears fairly solid and water like.
While students are working on the netting, weave a 16-gauge wire along the
edges to stabilize the net for hanging. As you go, make sure to create hooks
made of twisted wire along the edges.
Once the piece is complete, hang the top of the ocean mat in the classroom
or other area for display. It works well for students to work on the Gyre
Dangles (see Gyre Dangles Lesson) and Top of the Ocean projects
concurrently, or to complete the top of the ocean mat before moving on to
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the dangles. As students finish dangles, have them use the loop of fishing line
or wire to attach the dangles to the top of the ocean mat.

Wrap-Up & Extensions
Ask students to write in their science notebooks three ways that
entanglement can hurt animals. If they need help, encourage them to think
about basic animal survival needs and how entanglement can hinder their
ability to fill these needs. As a class, discuss the different effects of
entanglement that students brainstormed.
Ask the students to write an artist’s statement to accompany the ocean top
mat they have created and record it in their science notebook. The artist’s
statement should explain where the materials for this project came from and
how entanglement in this sort of marine debris could harm marine organisms.
After they write their artist’s statement, have each student share it with a
partner and then underline an important sentence in their statement. Ask
students to share their most important sentences with the class. Record them
on the board, discuss what is missing, and work together to create a complete
artists’ statement for the whole class that will be displayed with the
completed sculpture. If you do use the Gyre Dangle and Top of the Ocean
lessons together, work as a class to create one unified artist statement that
addresses issues of marine debris through both entanglement and ingestion,
or split the class in half. Have one group write an artists’ statement that
focuses on entanglement and the other group craft a statement that focuses
on ingestion.

Evaluation
Review the artist statements and personal reflections that students recorded
in their science notebooks to evaluate student understanding of the
ecosystem effects of entangling marine debris. Observe their effort and
craftsmanship during the creation of the top of the ocean mat. If you would
like to evaluate based on artistic criteria, post the following before
commencing the lesson:
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ARTISTIC CRITERIA TO POST:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a multi-textured hammock-like weaving.
Create various lines that show movement and flowing, like water.
Use various analogous colors in blue to green hues.
Filling in negative spaces of the netting with woven and knotted rope
and plastic bottle strips.
5. Use good craftsmanship by tying knots, twisting wire, and securing the
edges.
6. Work collaboratively to have the final piece show unity and balance of
color, texture, shape, and space.

Sponsors
Gyre: The Plastic Ocean educational programming is supported by
the William Randolph Hearst Foundation and the Atwood Foundation.

